
Postpartum Rainbow. . . It's More Than The Blues. 

By Elizabeth Hallett 

 

What do you think when you hear the word "postpartum"? Search the Internet for 

information, and most of what you'll find will be about depression. From the "baby 

blues" to serious PPD (Postpartum Depression), you'll find useful maps of the 

territory. You might even get the impression that there's nothing more to know about 

the postpartum period -- no other changes to anticipate but some emotional 

darkness.  

That was definitely my expectation as I approached childbirth. I was going to be 

depressed -- I just knew it. Vaguely, I recalled a quote in the classic book Spiritual 

Midwifery by Ina May Gaskin, where a mother reported she was "in bliss" for weeks 

after giving birth. That would not be me! I figured that woman was probably a 

spiritually advanced, earth-mother type who chanted Omm as she popped out 

smiling babies. . . while I, a somewhat reluctant and "elderly" first-time mother, 

worried about losing my identity in motherhood, and deeper inside, wondered 

whether I would even be able to love a baby. Oh yes, depression seemed a definite 

probability.  

What I actually experienced in the postpartum time was a total surprise that changed 

the course of my life. The changes I went through aroused my curiosity to the point 

that I had to find out what other people experienced. I was so puzzled that no one 

was talking about these things. Maybe the tribe of mothers had been keeping secrets 

on purpose, so that each new mother would have to make her own discovery -- a 

kind of initiation!  

Twenty-two years later, I still don't fully understand our lack of communication, but 

one reason for it at least is clear. Taking our cue from the medical world, we've 

focused on depression as a problem, and put a high priority on getting "back to 

normal" as quickly as possible.  I don't wish to minimize or trivialize the pain of 

depression; but as a result of this focus, our view of the postpartum period is much 

too limited. It's like a rainbow with only one color.  

The postpartum experience is far richer, more interesting and varied than we've 

realized. It's more than "the blues;" it's more, even, than just "postpartum," for the 

bonding time can bring surprising changes to fathers and adoptive parents as well.  



In POSTPARTUM RAINBOW, we'll add the missing colors to create a full-spectrum 

picture of newborn time -- the hours, days, weeks, and months after a baby's arrival 

by birth or adoption.   

 

Connectedness -- The Expanding Bond  
What kinds of experiences come in newborn time? Our stories are as unique and 

personal as our fingerprints; but over and over again, one word shows up. The same 

image glows at the center of many parents' postpartum memories: 

"I felt connected..." 

We may have heard of bonding; we may have assumed that we would feel 

something special for our own baby -- and yet the power of the actual experience 

takes many people by surprise. "The first unusual thing I noticed," says Linda, "was a 

feeling of 'connectedness' with my baby. I hadn't expected this." "To be truthful," says 

Nancy, "I never knew such contact between human beings was possible." 

Adoptive parents too: 

Before adopting her baby son, Lisa feared she would "lack some sort of cosmic 

connection" since she hadn't given birth to him. But instead, she says, "I couldn't 

believe how aware and how connected to him I felt." Another adoptive mother 

marvels, "The connection feels so deep... I am knit to my child." 

And fathers: 

Richard was amazed to experience a close communion with his baby right from the 

moment of birth: "As soon as I caught him, it was as if we were one person. I thought 

that I was feeling what he was feeling. We were communicating on a telepathic and 

empathetic plane..." 

For some parents, there's even a sense of recognition. The baby seems familiar! 

Sarah was unconscious at the time of delivery, and nearly died of a hemorrhage. 

Twelve hours later, she was finally able to meet her newborn daughter. "My husband 

was in the room with me," she recalls. "He says he will never forget the look on both 

of our faces when we saw each other for the first time. He says we were locked in a 

gaze that was so strong, so committed. I remember feeling that I was seeing 

someone I knew already in the most intimate and personal way. It was like a reunion, 

and from that moment on I was 'in love' with her in the deepest sense." 

At this point... 

I wonder if it's all right to talk about these experiences. When I first felt the power of 

bonding with my newborn, I was awestruck and mystified. Love -- I thought I knew it! 

Romantic love, sexual love, friendship, even "divine" love... I'd known or heard or 

read about them all. But no one ever prepared me for the shock of falling in love with 



my baby! I honestly wondered if this was a taboo that everyone else understood: "We 

just won't talk about our feelings for our babies." Maybe silence really was golden? 

Cautiously, I wrote about my experience in my first book, and I didn't get struck by 

lightning! But my mother-in-law reflected that she felt a little sad at seeing what she'd 

missed in her own postpartum stays, where the babies were routinely filed away in 

the "nursery." With a pang, I saw that talking about happy experiences can make 

others feel sad, inadequate, cheated and upset. Sure, the feeling of connection is 

blissful -- but it's the opposite painful sense of disconnection that surprises many of 

us in newborn time. Our baby may not seem familiar at all, but more like a total 

stranger. Love and bonding may develop slowly or be eclipsed by other feelings. 

Maybe we should keep quiet about the happier possibilities, out of consideration for 

the many parents who face a rocky postpartum period? 

But even the most "perfect" births and bonding times are sure to include some 

disappointments and things we'd like to change. Recalling my childbirth and 

postpartum days, I realize that most of the problems I met were caused by lack of 

communication. Questions I didn't know to ask, details they thought I didn't need to 

know... (like, "If there's even a trace of meconium in the waters, you won't get to use 

the birthing room after all!") Sometimes, when we try to spare people's feelings, all 

we're really doing is withholding the information they need for their own decisions. 

(Think of those manuals for new mothers that assure them there's no real difference 

between breastfeeding and bottle-feeding.)  

When we know the possibilities, we can make choices that favor the happiness of 

babies and parents, and their happiness blesses the world. It has a way of expanding 

-- especially in the form of this "sense of connection" that begins with our response to 

a new baby and ripples outward. 

 

Widening Circles of Connection  
A couple's empathy and love for one another can deepen as this sense of 

connectedness enfolds them. During that first postpartum week, the bond between 

my husband and myself felt like a nourishing cord of light and warmth. Martha writes, 

"I felt other people's emotions as if they were my own. I knew a great closeness and 

openness with my husband. I felt his grief at the loss of his job as in the saying, 

'When one cries, the other will taste salt.'" 

Many new mothers experience a deep bonding with mothers everywhere. Says 

Sarah, "I remember feeling as if I was connected to all the other mothers of the 

world. It was something like this: all of us were trees and our roots went down into 

the earth and were connected together. But that is an inadequate description. It was 



much more spiritual than earthy. The best I can do is to say that, in the most 

profound way, I felt connected to all the mothers of the world from the beginning of 

time." 

And the sense of connection goes on expanding outward. Mark describes his 

experience (in Spiritual Midwifery by Ina May Gaskin): "Holding Louisa for the first 

time was the most awesome part for me. Her eyes opened right away and it looked 

like the Universe being unfolded before my eyes. Her face would go through many 

changes so that she looked like different people that I knew, and I felt telepathic with 

those folks through her... I saw that place in Louisa that was in all those people and 

could feel connected and One with the entire Universe through her." 

This loving bond can expand until it seems as though it nurtures the whole world. As 

one mother mused, a week after her first child's birth, "We are so in love with our 

baby and each other... and our cat... and everything!" More sedately, a new father 

wrote, "Our baby has brought a feeling of being more connected with the entire 

community -- with all life." 

These experiences can permanently change us, making us more compassionate and 

empathetic human beings. Since becoming a mother, Kate says, "I feel as if every 

baby were my baby, and I feel most sharply that -- what? -- we're all one? I am you 

and you are me?.. I have a new, deeper love for all people. All baby plants and 

animals are my baby." Another first-time mother explains how profoundly she feels 

changed by this expanding bond. Karen writes: 

"I stopped belonging just to this generation and became part of the entire human 

race. Simple daily events that I never questioned before loomed large in my mind. I 

stopped reading the local paper and its profusion of murders, rapes and fires. No 

longer could I read or listen to stories of children being abused or abandoned. These 

would bring on my tears and an overwhelming feeling of sadness. 

"Not only did human suffering come out of the background but also I felt strongly 

about all life on earth. My focus became both smaller and more expanded. I cared 

deeply about our family -- baby, husband, and me, and spent my energies at home 

focusing on us. But at the same time I thought more about the world and our place in 

it. The world opened up and everything took on a new luster..." 

New perceptions of the world and our place within it can change the way we feel 

about ourselves as well. One mother expresses it this way: "I felt a part of the whole 

picture of the world's beauty and wonder. I felt connected to the natural world." 

If we have been closed and disconnected, the bonding time offers us a chance to 

change. In a way, we come full circle as we experience the trusting openness of a 

newborn's gaze and feel our own "newborn self" come awake within us. Love melts 



our protective boundaries for a while and allows us to open and connect, just as we 

may have done at the time of our own birth. 

 

Bond-Aid...  
What can we do to support this power of the bonding time to expand our compassion 

and empathy?  

 

"All My Senses Were Heightened" 
I remember the exact moment when I noticed things were changing. I was sitting at a 

table in the morning sunshine -- it must have been the second or third day after the 

birth of my first child -- and I was organizing a week's supply of vitamins. One of 

these was an oval translucent capsule of reddish gold that glowed as the sun shone 

through it. How beautiful! I was captivated... Why was the world suddenly so 

enchanting? 

For some of us, the sensory changes in newborn time are quite intense -- and they 

are all the more surprising because no one prepares us for them! Or they may be 

mild and fleeting and go unnoticed because we're not tuned in to the possibility. In 

the flood of new experiences that a baby brings, sensory changes are easily 

overlooked. But when we know something about them, we can make those first days 

and weeks more nurturing for ourselves, or for any new mother. (I suspect that some 

of these changes are felt by fathers as well.)  

I don't want to generalize about these experiences, for they are individual and unique 

to each person. But there are connecting threads. In the first place, why should the 

postpartum time involve sensory changes at all? I can think of several reasons.  

Recovering from childbirth will slow your body down a while, so that you may see 

and hear and feel your surroundings in a new way. Paying attention to your baby's 

tiny form and small sounds will tune your eyes and ears to a more subtle scale. And 

as one new mother puts it, "sleep deprivation certainly is part of the brew -- and 

those omnipresent, anonymous hormones." (Have you ever seen a truly useful, user-

friendly and comprehensive rundown of the hormones that affect us in the days and 

weeks after childbirth? I would like to find or create such information -- not just the 

names of hormones, but how they may relate to the changes of newborn time.)  

Bonding with your baby calls forth a new quality of attention. Past and future fall 

away when the moment is so absorbing. You may feel as though your eyes are more 

open and see more, your ears hear more delicately, and your touch is more 

intelligent than ever. That feeling of "connectedness" extends to the world around 

you as you look at it with loving eyes and listen with loving ears. "The world opened 



up and everything took on a new luster," says Karen. "It was as if I too was seeing 

the world for the first time. It was a place full of wonder. My senses seemed to 

heighten. I was especially sensitive to noises. I wanted everything to be softer and 

quieter."  

Adoptive parents may find their senses altered in the bonding time in much the same 

way. After adopting her baby boy, Patricia noticed "more visual awareness, 

awareness of environmental sounds, changes in texture and touch."  

Linda, a birth mother, recalls similar perceptions in the first postpartum weeks: "My 

touch was much more sensitive, and all of my senses heightened. Colors looked 

vibrant; everything looked alive. I had slight hallucinations -- seeing a flash of 

something out of the corner of my eye and knowing it wasn't really there -- flashes of 

light, images, color."  

Sensory changes can be delightful, but they also can be disturbing. Another woman 

writes, "Everything seemed to have an alternate meaning. For example, inanimate 

objects seemed to come alive. Pictures and statues seemed to be looking at me. I 

had to put my little porcelain animals away, because their eyes seemed to pierce 

right through me." To see everything "looking alive" may feel sweet and friendly, or it 

might be frightening -- or even a little bit comical, as in Alicia's story of "the Brussels 

sprout incident":  

The night after I came home from the hospital, my mom came to stay and care for 

us. She made dinner and Jim brought it to me on a tray. There was a dish of 

Brussels sprouts which I stared at -- they looked like babies' heads. They all turned 

and looked up at me.  

Why do things sometimes look "alive" in newborn time? Being with our baby, we're 

deeply engaged with a powerful presence in a tiny body -- have we ever been so 

intensely aware of another life? We're attuned to seeing "presence." And maybe our 

edges are so softened that we flow ourselves right into the objects around us.  

Vision can change in other ways too. "I feel as if new eyes and ears have been given 

to me," I wrote in my diary on the third postpartum day. The glowing vitamin capsule 

was only the beginning -- colors were drawing me in, relaxing me, making me 

breathe deeper, and nourishing me with their beauty. Carla described her 

perceptions this way: "Colors were so intense at times I imagined I could even taste 

them!"   

The surface textures of things may look different ("Everything looked soft, like an 

impressionistic painting"), and even the size of objects and people may appear to 

shift. I tended to see things looking small and "cute," while another woman had the 

opposite experience: "Sometimes when we'd be lying in bed nursing, I could tune in 



to him and I would see the room and our surroundings through his eyes. Everything 

looked so BIG!"  

Our sense of hearing can change too. Most often, new mothers notice their desire for 

quietness, and their magnified sensitivity to small sounds: "I became very aware of 

all the sounds of nature -- trees, birds, ocean -- that were quite far from my 

apartment complex." The levels of noise we're used to may be too intrusive now: 

"The TV was bothering me much more than usual. I wanted it to be really quiet." We 

might experience music differently, as though we're hearing it more deeply and 

responding with more of our being. "Music spoke to me in a special, moving way," 

one mother recalls. Another woman remembers going outdoors for the first time, 

three days after childbirth, and hearing "the music of the spheres -- a sort of cosmic 

concerto."  

From the first moment of feeling the incredible softness of newborn skin, our sense of 

touch may seem transformed. And our own bodies can feel different, in size and 

texture and the way they move. Alicia describes "Alice in Wonderland" shifts, of 

feeling "quite tall, feet too large. Very small and scurrying." I remember how the parts 

of my own body felt tiny and dainty as I touched them, as though my hands were 

tuned to small dimensions. Soft and warm feelings are often part of this physical 

change, and they can be delicious, relaxing sensations. We may be aware of moving 

as though in slow motion. Some mothers even experience moments of feeling just 

like a newborn baby:   

I was lying on our bed -- Caitlyn was sleeping nearby. The sun was shining onto the 

bed. I remember being frozen in the moment -- feeling "out-of-body" for a moment as 

I looked at my hands; and it was as if I was looking at a newborn's hands. I felt like I 

was a newborn. Everything looked unusually bright... I felt very warm and peaceful. 

My breathing also felt like I was a newborn baby. It was as if I could feel each breath 

in my chest. I'm not sure I had ever felt that peaceful before -- completely relaxed -- 

body, mind, spirit.  

There is one other physical change which can be puzzling to new mothers and their 

families. The hormones present at birth tend to leave us energized and wakeful for 

hours afterward; but some women are surprised to find that they go on feeling high 

energy for weeks and even months. "After my second baby was born," one mother 

writes, "I was 'shot from guns' filled with energy, needed little sleep for three months; 

this gradually tapered down and now I'm somewhat back to normal but almost 

couldn't sleep after birth!" Such intense energy levels are sometimes (rarely) 

connected with a developing psychosis, and should alert us to pay good attention to 

how the new mother is doing.   



These sensory changes of postpartum time still seem mysterious to me. 

Biochemistry may be able to explain them, or we may need to call on some other 

concepts as well -- like telepathic communion between parent and baby (shared 

sensations?), alterations in our energy fields, perhaps even the effects of "kundalini 

arousal."* Christina Grof* has written about the energy that she experienced during 

the births of her two children. After each birth, she was given medications that 

suppressed this power, so we'll never know how it would have manifested out in the 

postpartum time:  

As the people around me encouraged me to "push... push... nice and hard, 

remember to breathe...", I felt an abrupt snap somewhere inside of me as powerful 

and unfamiliar energies were released unexpectedly and began streaming through 

my body. I started to shake uncontrollably. Enormous electrical tremors coursed from 

my toes up my legs and spine to the top of my head. Brilliant mosaics of white light 

exploded in my head, and instead of continuing the Lamaze panting, I felt strange, 

involuntary breathing rhythms taking over. It was as though I had just been hit by 

some miraculous but frightening force, and I was both excited and terrified... As soon 

as my son was delivered, I was given two shots of morphine, which stopped the 

whole process.  

Perhaps the sensory changes and heightened energy of newborn time are part of a 

natural gift that we haven't yet learned to support and use very well. Simple ways to 

nurture ourselves or another person through this time might include:  

Paying attention to the beauty and peacefulness of the visual surroundings  

Providing delicious meals -- the sense of taste can be heightened too!  

Limiting noise and keeping visits short and sweet -- we are easily overloaded.  

Providing beautiful, relaxing music  

Having and giving the softest of clothes for both baby and mother.  

And how can you really use the sensory changes that you may feel, beyond simply 

enjoying them? By paying attention to your experiences (and believing that they are 

important), you can discover what is nurturing and healing for you in newborn time. 

Some of your discoveries might be true just for you, but some could become part of 

our wider, shared awareness of how to cherish and enhance this special time.  

*A good source of information about "kundalini" is Shared Transformation *in "The 

Stormy Search for the Self" by Christina and Stanislav Grof  

 

Changing Mind 
Is there a typical change of awareness in newborn time? The answer is yes. What 

many parents experience is a shift away from intellectual, logical thinking, toward a 



more "right-brained," intuitive mode. The new state of mind may last for weeks or 

months, seldom longer than a year -- but it can open the door to lifelong changes.  

This feels like such a radical thing to say! It seems safe enough to acknowledge that 

our emotions can change in newborn time, but when we admit that our minds may 

work differently, we're getting dangerously close to undermining a belief held by 

many -- the belief that we can always be efficient and productive in the same way.   

The bad news (from that point of view) is that in newborn time we may really be more 

prone to certain kinds of mental glitches, mistakes, and inefficiencies. It just might not 

be the best time to be piloting a jet plane or filling out your tax forms. The good news 

is that the mental shift can open our hearts and introduce us to a level of mind that 

has been out of reach, hidden below the surface level that works so well for utilitarian 

needs.   

I like to think of the shift as a melting of boundaries, allowing deeper levels of the 

mind to blend into the everyday mind we're used to. At extremes, this opening to the 

deep mind can lead to delusions or cause us to misinterpret the world around us -- 

"interpreting everything as a symbol" as one woman said. It can give us wonderful 

creative insights and fresh ideas, melt our inhibitions and allow us to express the 

artist within. Or, more simply and more typically, it can help us tune in to our newborn 

baby's consciousness, her nonverbal wide-open awareness. It can reawaken a part 

of our mind that we haven't used much since we learned to read and write and think 

logically.   

Looking back, I realize that for me this mind-shift began in late pregnancy. "I suppose 

the two sides of my brain are competing," I remarked a few days before the birth, as I 

found myself beginning to stutter, and not wanting to read as much as usual. Instead, 

I spent hours dreamily winding my yarn collection into balls, luxuriating in their colors 

and textures.   

For weeks after Devin's birth, I was in a condition I described to myself as "my 

natural state of consciousness." It felt as though a new area of my brain was awake. I 

had an almost physical sense of functioning from a whole and balanced awareness. 

On the other hand, I could never remember to put away the leftovers, and had to 

post reminders on the bathroom mirror: "Stove turned off? Thermostat turned down?" 

My husband was in a similar state for the first week. "This parenthood makes you 

stupid," he said, "because all your head goes to your heart."   

The altered awareness is perfectly practical for being with a baby, but it can make 

coping with the "outside world" surprisingly tricky. Laurie recalls the weeks following 

childbirth: "I felt different than the other people out in the hustle bustle world. I felt 

very safe and secure at home but like I almost couldn't handle things like driving in 



traffic. I had to force myself to concentrate on the traffic while driving - like I was 

operating on some other plane. My only accident ever and my only ticket ever both 

happened a few weeks after I gave birth -- different babies. I could anticipate my 

babies' every need but the outside world seemed so nuts."   

I was lucky in being able to stay wrapped up in my newborn for a long time. Though 

my pre-baby work as a yoga teacher was not very demanding, I would have found it 

hard to change focus and give full attention to my students. (On the other hand, 

when I recorded an audiotape for them during the postpartum time, my altered 

awareness flowered with new interpretations of poses I'd been teaching for years.) 

But my husband, like most new fathers, soon had to divide himself between job and 

family. It was difficult for him. Another man, after helping care for his newborn for the 

first two months, announced that he wasn't able to function at work, "so he stopped 

helping," as his wife ruefully recalls.   

If we don't realize that we may be in a very different frame of mind after our child's 

birth, we are likely to commit ourselves in advance to all sorts of stressful activities. 

We may find it hard for a while to deal with the typical demands of our pre-baby life. 

Kelly recalls: "Having been a fairly aggressive woman, able to speak my mind, good 

at problem solving and mathematics, I was very surprised to find that I was unable to 

visually count up more than ten objects without losing track and that even simple 

mathematics was impossible for almost a year. Since I was in the middle of building 

a house and attempting to be the contractor coordinating all the ordering of materials, 

subcontractors and so forth, the loss of my mathematical and planning abilities was 

difficult."   

This mental shift can be a surprise for those of us who have identified mostly with our 

analytic, rational side. And the change in us can be disturbing to our partners, 

creating an unfortunate stress in the bonding time. Joan, a woman with two Master's 

degrees, says that the shift made her a better mother, but caused her husband to 

have less respect for her. "He is opposed to having a second child because of it," 

she adds.   

Anara echoes the same dilemma: "I hope that your project can encourage 

acceptance of other states of being without closing doors to women again. I felt like 

my husband was startled -- and disappointed -- to find me so nonintellectual in the 

months following each birth."   

A little advance knowledge about the changing mind of newborn time -- some 

reassurance that the change is both temporary and useful -- could help couples relax 

and appreciate its many gifts. This "altered state" is tailor made for nurturing our 

children and ourselves through the first months of a newborn's life. It eases the 



transition into parenthood. Focusing in the present moment makes it easy to be 

patient. As Holly says, "I just watched what happened and if I felt a need to act or 

react I would, if not I just let it go. I felt I was becoming more in touch with myself and 

the ancient rhythms of the earth."   

Even when the changes of newborn time have faded, we may find we have gained a 

new ability to live in the moment and savor it. Elizabeth describes her experience of 

this timeless quality of awareness: "I became extremely dependent on my husband, 

which I had never allowed myself to do in the past. But my actions were unconscious 

-- natural, as were his. My head quit talking to me, 'You should do that...Don't depend 

on others...' The old voices stopped. There was no future and no past except for the 

birth. People would come and go and I would have to try to bring myself back to this 

plane where they were and where I used to be. Then they'd leave and I could relax 

and be in reality -- that place where even today seems more real than anywhere I've 

ever been. I could just BE in the shower. Feeling the water, smelling, hearing, tasting 

the moment."   

After a month of so, says Elizabeth, "This feeling started to go away, because it was 

as if I had to make it go away -- and it was painful to do that. I was planning for the 

future... worrying about babysitters, work... I cried a lot because going back to the 

'other world' wasn't where I was meant to be and yet I felt that that was where I had 

to go. Eventually this present world I'm in now took over and it doesn't feel as right. 

Yet I have learned to integrate the post-baby life more. It feels good now to have 

experienced the other and strive to balance the two, because I wouldn't be able to 

cope in today's society in the other place. (I find that a little sad.)"   

In newborn time we can experience an older, deeper level of mind. As Susie says, 

"We lose touch with linear time, as we wake and sleep with the baby. We even adapt 

our consciousness to theirs so that we wake when they need us, and so we plug 

suddenly into a more intuitive, primitive facet of our nature."   

But this changing consciousness can be a hazard for those of us who must go back 

to jobs within days or weeks of a child's birth. In the utilitarian world of work, one type 

of efficiency is valued at the expense of other kinds of awareness. That world 

believes it has no place for the altered awareness of the bonding time, and so we are 

subtly pressured to deny its power and act as if we're mentally unchanged.   

Perhaps it would be wiser to make room for the changes, allowing generous time 

away from the demands of "business as usual" so that this side of our humanity can 

have its chance to unfold. Both mothers and fathers need time to experience the 

intuitive, non-linear consciousness that is a natural part of parenthood. This 



consciousness, though it may be temporary, is a source of nurturing and healing -- 

not just for newborn, mother, and father, but for our whole out-of-balance world.  

 

The Sea of Emotion  
When you consider how many of us have children, it's surprising that we really don't 

know much about the emotions of newborn time. Except, of course, for depression. 

Ask someone to use "postpartum" in a phrase, and I don't think you're going to hear 

"postpartum elation." Imagine my surprise to read in a biography of Queen Victoria 

that after her ninth delivery she experienced "postpartum elation"! 

It's natural that there should be a good deal of public awareness about postpartum 

depression. Many women and their families are affected by it in varying degrees, and 

its most severe forms are devastating. Yet there is so much else to know about 

emotional changes in the bonding time. Sharing our experiences, we can see these 

other possibilities. 

What I can tell you about postpartum emotions comes from the stories shared with 

me by many parents -- mostly mothers -- while I was researching my first book. The 

subject is so vast that I will focus on just a few patterns that are usually overlooked, 

yet important.  

Long before the birth, the transitions of pregnancy to parenthood make changes in 

our self-image. Old boundaries shift and dissolve, creating many kinds of openness. 

In newborn time, we experience ourselves in new roles and relationships. We may 

discover feelings that we haven't known before -- from a range that can include 

blissful happiness, gray misery, and many shades in between. 

What we meet is often related to what is hidden within ourselves. We'll tend to come 

in contact with buried emotions and memories, and sides of our nature that we 

haven't expressed until now. Midwife and mother Colleen Waddell sums up the 

elements that make this time unique: 

The many, many changes following childbirth, requiring so much integration and 

reintegration. Blood loss, fluid balance changes with compensatory electrolyte and 

circulatory changes themselves are a lot to deal with. Recovery from exhausting 

labors, the stress of the whole world shifting to make a place for this new being. The 

growth of a family, at the same time the separation of the mother-baby unit is 

stressful. Also pre-birth memories of mine, my husband's, and other children. And 

early life memories of all of us. Things we have suppressed on this level for a long 

time come seeping into our consciousness with the stress and joy of this occasion.  

 

Intense and Fluid Feelings 



Unexpected new emotions can be upsetting, making us feel as though we are "lost at 

sea." Or they may bring a sense of being alive as never before. As one mother put it, 

"I was truly a feeling person for the first time." The words that people use to describe 

their feelings in newborn time are often water-words: "great sentimental gushes took 

me over" -- "a flood of emotions" -- "swimming in bliss" -- "a wave of euphoria flowed 

over me." These feelings can be engulfing and irresistible, with great power like the 

ocean itself. 

Nancy met such intensity when she held her third baby and felt a deep and 

unexpected connection with him. Comparing any previous experience to this, she 

said, would be "like comparing the fall of a drop of water to the crash of a wave." She 

adds, "This was also a pure experience. By 'pure' I mean it was untouched by human 

hands, if you will. No one 'made' this experience happen. There were no words or 

ideas involved, it was just its own wondrous happening." 

Emotions tend to be fluid and changeable in the days after childbirth. Not only do we 

shift easily from one mood to another, but we can feel simultaneous joy and sadness. 

I remember smiling and crying at the same time on the fifth postpartum day -- an 

experience I described in my diary this way: 

It has been a day of such intense emotion for me. Talking with Nick about Devin's 

birth, I was able at last to cry about it -- the sadness that I gave him such a hard and 

violent start in life. It was a great relief to cry that one out of the deep place where I'd 

hidden it these past five days. With Nick's love to comfort me and Devin in my arms it 

was simultaneously bliss and sadness.  

The easy tears of new mothers are a well-known phenomenon. But I've also seen an 

emotionally reserved man burst into tears as he struggled to write a letter about his 

week-old baby. The only explanation he could give was, "It's all too much!" Intense 

feelings in newborn time can be overwhelming, and the stamina required to absorb 

them all can sometimes run low. And so the resulting moments of anxiety, fatigue, 

and depression are easy to understand -- but there is a very different postpartum 

mood that takes some parents by surprise. A mother of twins recalls: 

I am convinced that I experienced some kind of "altered state of consciousness" 

during the first two months after the birth of my sons almost two years ago -- a 

euphoria that enabled me to sail through caring for (including nursing) twins without 

ever feeling overwhelmed, depressed, anxious. I look back on those as the two best 

months in my life.  

This steady emotional high is one of the unexpected gifts that the bonding time 

sometimes bestows. 

 



Open and Vulnerable  
As we meet unfamiliar emotions, there can be a sense of losing control. Over and 

over, people use the word "vulnerability" to describe their experience after childbirth. 

Before becoming a mother, Kelly always saw herself as being "in control." In the 

emotional changes of newborn time, she discovered another side of her nature: 

Several days after Molly was born I went into states of extreme sadness. They 

seemed to be triggered by sunset, and would turn to dread by dark. Some of these 

emotions centered on Molly but mostly they were nonspecific. As soon as day 

returned my emotions would shift to extreme joy and feelings of protectiveness for 

my new baby. I also found that I had a tendency to whisper and simply couldn't 

speak loud. Overall there was a strong sense of vulnerability, lost at sea, I used to 

think of it.  

The emotions and sensations tapered off slowly. Now two and a half years later I 

could almost say I am approaching my former self, though I will never be the "same." 

I think the awareness of vulnerability will always be there. I definitely worried about 

the periods of sadness and dread after the birth, but they seemed balanced by the 

intense sensations of joy and love. I was glad to have a chance to experience this 

emotion side of my nature, as I had always been so rational.  

Unfortunately, the pressure to get back to "normal" (and back to work) as quickly as 

possible robs many parents of the chance to explore these unfamiliar realms of 

feeling. 

The openness of the bonding time means that we may be strongly affected by the 

environment and people around us. We may be more sensitive to tensions and 

undercurrents that we tend to ignore in ordinary times. One mother advises, "Do as 

much as you can to clarify the relationship between the parents before the baby 

arrives. There was far too much unsaid between my partner and me, which added 

tremendously to my stress level." Even "simple" visits from friends and relatives can 

be a perplexing emotional strain for a woman in this unguarded state. Ruth recalls: 

After the birth for approximately a month (gradually lessening) I felt an intense 

openness. On the physical level it seemed as vulnerability; the boundaries of my 

body seemed undefined. On the emotional level I felt an "open book." In going to 

town I felt as though anyone could poke right through me, as if my body wasn't there. 

This was not uncomfortable, but I felt I had to be very consciously aware. The 

openness made it hard to see people; television, radio, being in the car -- all seemed 

grating to my being.  

This feeling of openness leads us to protect ourselves and our baby from everyday 

harsh conditions. It helps us be more present with the newborn in her own wide-open 



state. As Ruth explains, "My experience increased my inner tranquility, my nurturing 

and bonding. My then three-year-old daughter had a great many needs for me after 

the birthing, and the openness I felt directly effected my ability to give from a 

seemingly endless source." 

 

Empathy  
Heightened sensitivity in the bonding time helps us to become truly nurturing parents. 

But its effects go way beyond our own family, for our hearts may suddenly open to 

the world. One woman recalls, "I felt a compassion toward everyone -- though, at the 

same time, a strong desire to 'protect' my son. I did not want indifferent hospital 

personnel even touching him. I was enormously sensitive -- seeing the news or 

reading the newspaper could have me crying for several hours." 

This empathy can last a long time and change us in various ways. Kate, for example, 

found that she could no longer listen to music expressing pain and anger. "I hurt for 

people suffering so," she says. Another woman writes, "I felt other people's emotions 

as if they were my own." Upon hearing of the death of some children, she says, "I felt 

grief as if these children had been my own." 

During the year after my child's birth, my eyes would fill with tears at the slightest hint 

of anything touching. The impact of sad stories was so heavy and long-lasting that I 

had to avoid reading newspapers. Jette writes that since having a child, "I am deeply 

agonized every time I see a parent yell at or spank a young child in a store. I could 

cry. I feel from the child's point of view. Children love their parents so much. How can 

they take the hurt?" 

Empathy makes us vulnerable to other people's sorrows, and as painful as this may 

be, it is the glue that holds communities together. Imagine for a moment that we all 

could feel such empathy, all the time. What would the world be like if it were so? 

 

New Spaces in our Psyches 
"There seems to be a deep, unexplainable connection between parents and children; 

perhaps it is the by-product of physical and spiritual bonding. How is it that a mother 

knows when her baby needs her? Why does a woman's milk often let down precisely 

when her child becomes hungry or cries?... If anything will convince you that 

something in addition to the physical world exists, bonding will." -- Robin Lim: After 

the Baby's Birth... A Woman's Guide to Wellness  

I've never really thought of myself as psychic or intuitive. In all my fifty years I've 

encountered only half a dozen moments of that mysterious "knowing." The first time I 



felt that sudden clear, calm certainty, I was eleven. The last time, I was a few days 

postpartum with my first baby. 

Since we lived in a small town where I'd taught yoga for several years, I had a large 

circle of friends and acquaintances. That day, there was a knock at the door. As I 

prepared to open it, I "saw" in my mind's eye the person who was standing on the 

other side. It was almost as though the door had become transparent for a second! I 

was startled by the clear inner vision -- but though it was very different from my usual 

awareness, it seemed to flow naturally from the unusual awareness of postpartum 

time. 

What was the secret of this state where extra-sensory perception felt so natural? 

Was it "just hormones"? Was it the way my attention was focused outside myself, on 

my new baby? The differences I felt seemed to be all about relaxing boundaries and 

being more present with the things and people around me, while my love for the baby 

seemed to expand, linking me in an empathic web with everything. 

To carry and give birth to a baby, we make new spaces in our bodies -- why not in 

our psyches as well? Maybe the postpartum period is a natural time to discover the 

intuitive mind and the mystery of psychic awareness. Stories from mothers, fathers, 

and adoptive parents attest to this possibility. 

Many women have had unusual experiences during labor. Some recall sensing the 

thoughts and emotions of people around them, or feeling invisible presences in the 

room. This psychic openness often carries over into the bonding time. In her book, "A 

Mother's Instincts," Cassandra Eason tells the story of a woman who felt her 

deceased relatives gathering around to celebrate the birth of her second child. In the 

mother's own words: 

"Amanda's birth was a lovely, happy event, with no drugs. My daughter was born at 

one p.m., and that evening and throughout the night my room was a spiritual 

gathering place -- a celebration party for the birth of Amanda Patricia. They all 

seemed to have come to share our joy. My late father visited, and I sensed his 

loving, happy laughter and felt his happiness for my happiness. My deceased 

grandfather Jacob and grandmother Amanda came together to visit, too, as did my 

uncle and aunt and my deceased older brother Johnnie, who gave me his 'older 

brother proud smile.'" 

For some parents, a sense of "presences" continues for a while, as if a door between 

the worlds has been left open! One couple described feeling the presence of angels 

daily for about three months after their child was born. "Sometimes it was so strong," 

says Deborah, "that we'd get up to see 'who' was in the house." 

 



The Telepathic Link of Parent and Child 
When we share stories of the bonding time, we often hear accounts of telepathy 

between parent and baby. Many mothers notice that they wake up just a few minutes 

before their baby is ready to nurse during the night. This might be explained on the 

basis of synchronized sleep cycles, or the mother's being in tune with her own milk-

producing rhythm, but some stories do suggest there's something more going on 

here. For example, Cassandra Eason relates the story of a family in Germany. 

The mother had a rough time at delivery and so, says the father, "since she was too 

weak to hold our brand-new daughter, the honor fell to me. Jenny spent the first two 

hours of her life in my arms, and she and I spent much of that time just looking at 

each other. I had a strong sense that a bond was forming between us, even then. 

Once home it was my duty to change Jenny's nappies and bring her to our bed for 

nursing at night. I was immediately struck by a strange phenomenon. Whereas I 

used to sleep like a log I would now awaken at night and within a minute or so hear 

Jenny begin to cry. This happened virtually every night for several months. I might 

add that Jenny slept not in our room but in the room next door." 

This family's second childbirth was easier, so the next baby did not spend his first 

hours bonding just with his father. Curiously enough, although the father once again 

was in charge of bringing the baby in for night nursings, this time he would wake up 

only after the baby had begun to cry. Maybe we mothers should make sure our 

babies spend lots of their early bonding time in their father's arms -- for the good of 

everyone concerned! 

The telepathic link can develop in adoptive families too. A mother writes: "Our son 

arrived at age three months. Three days later I went out on some errands -- the first 

time away from him since his arrival. Twice while I was out I heard a baby crying, but 

upon looking around for the baby, saw none. The next day I had a hairdresser's 

appointment. I heard a baby come in, crying, while the hairdresser was cutting. I 

mentioned to her about the baby and she informed me that no baby had just arrived. 

But I heard it so distinctly! I began to catch on. I asked her what time it was. Upon 

arriving home I discovered that exactly at that time our son had awakened and begun 

to cry." 

The psychic bond works both ways -- parents tell of occasions when a baby seems 

to respond to their unspoken thoughts. Sometimes this can be quite inconvenient!  

When our babies are old enough to begin talking, we sometimes get confirmation of 

the telepathy that may have been operating all along. Jan Hunt noticed several 

incidents with her son between the ages of one and four. She recalls, "At about one 

or one and a half, Jason was asleep, and I was awake next to him (we have a family 



bed). I was thinking, 'He hasn't been enjoying bagels for a while, maybe I should put 

some jelly on it.' Still asleep, Jason said, 'Jelly on it, jelly on it, jelly on it.'" It would be 

interesting to know whether family bed sleeping increases the psychic connection. 

Though on one level telepathy seems to be "nonlocal" -- independent of space and 

time -- could the physical closeness help us tune in to each other? Feedback is 

welcome! 

 

Antennae of Protection 
Says one mother, "I think that if you allow it to happen, your mind and body become 

more sensitive during pregnancy and after -- your antennae are out, so to speak." In 

one very practical way, our "antennae" are out for the protection of our children. 

Caring for our babies, we have a stronger motivation for developing that sixth sense 

than we ever had before. Many stories of newborn time show this protective sense at 

work. It can be a very subtle awareness, as in Janette's experience. 

When baby Angelica was two weeks old, Janette recalls, "She was asleep in the 

bedroom and I was working in the kitchen, when I realized that she was calling me. It 

was not that I heard her crying; it was a sense, an awareness that she needed to feel 

connected with me. I went to the bedroom immediately, where she lay totally 

motionless and not breathing (I know newborns do that -- long pauses between 

breaths). I touched her lightly and she breathed a heavy sigh and continued sleeping. 

I knew she needed to be reassured that I was there with her and that she felt better 

now that I had reconnected with her." 

Sometimes the "calling" is more urgent. In "A Mother's Instincts," an Australian 

mother recounts her experience: "I was in the kitchen washing dishes and Alex, aged 

around eleven months, was running around in our lounge room. Our lounge is very 

much a childproofed room, so I was confident he could come to no harm. But while I 

was working I kept getting a fidgety odd feeling that wouldn't go away. It was a very 

strong feeling of 'Do something.' I kept trying to ignore it, but then it was like a light 

that filled a black room. 'Alex!' I dropped everything and ran into the other room. 

There he was, about to put a fistful of sewing needles into his mouth. How my sewing 

box got into the room I'll never know... But it was just lucky I got the message that he 

was in danger." 

How can we tell the difference between our natural worries and a psychic warning 

sign? Cassandra Eason writes, "The call is very different from ordinary, run-of-the-

mill maternal anxiety... It can be physically felt as an urgent stabbing in the gut, or 

heard as a voice saying, 'Go home now.' The key factor is that the mother does not 



wonder if the baby is OK. If she has time to reflect then probably there is not an 

emergency." 

 

Love is a Telephone 
A few months after her baby was born, Holly began to notice "coincidences" more 

and more often. "Many were very subtle," she writes. "Some examples would be 

thinking of calling someone and having them call (this happened a lot during this 

time, especially with two women who were close with me who were also mothering 

young babes). The same would happen with letters -- I have a lot of friends scattered 

about and sometimes I would get a strong feeling of one and sense different things 

(happy, sad and so forth) and usually it was in tune with something they were going 

through." 

A more dramatic incident occurred one weekend when Holly went out of town. A 

friend was pregnant but not due for a couple more weeks. "One morning I started 

thinking of her very strongly," Holly recalls. "A couple hours later I was getting 

cramps that reminded me of early labor. When I went home two days later I learned 

that was the time she was having her baby." 

Why would we become more intuitive and even more psychic in newborn time? Holly 

offers an insightful suggestion. "I had been cultivating my relationship with my baby 

in a totally nonverbal way (from her side), yet because I was tuned in, I knew her 

wants and needs. It must have been like an exercise, and it opened up that level of 

communion with me and others close to me." 

Some other possibilities come to mind. As we care for a baby we slow down, 

becoming softer and quieter, and we feel subtle things that we might not notice 

otherwise. Midwife Diane Gregg speaks of "the altered state of consciousness that 

characterizes pregnancy and also the breastfeeding relationship." First we are the 

nest -- and then keepers of the nest. Diane believes that "this increased sensitivity to 

both internal and external environments can facilitate growth and increase psychic 

abilities." 

Do the hormones of breastfeeding actually help us to be more intuitive? Certainly 

those nights of broken sleep and sleepy nursings can put us in a different state. We 

seem to be closer to the threshold of the subconscious, where I believe intuitions are 

born. 

Or is it even simpler? Maybe love is naturally telepathic, and we're always in touch 

with what we care for. People speak of their hearts melting in love -- maybe love 

melts our boundaries and makes us wonderfully leaky, more receptive. I once read in 

one of Carlos Castaneda's books that Don Juan stated the auras of parents have 



holes in them. Childless then, I thought this sounded perfectly awful! But now it 

sounds natural and loving. 

Whatever the explanation, our intuitive awareness surely helps us care for our 

babies. As we live with these marvelous beings who force us to be "here and now," 

we just don't have time to think everything out with the logical mind. Luckily, it seems 

that we don't have to! 

This article owes a great deal to English writer Cassandra Eason's "A Mother's 

Instincts." It is an excellent book that is unfortunately hard to obtain in the States. 

However, Cassandra's new book, "The Mother Link" (titled "Mother Love" in the UK 

edition), is readily available in the States. It deals with all aspects of mother-child 

psychic bonds. 

 


